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Abstract

mi§ smdy employs event smdy method on dividend amouncements五〇m the

companies listed on China stock market･ Our study collected data血om 2006 to 2012

md sep釘如ed sample by dividendめms･ The results indicated that dividend

annomcemem depicts positive impact on stock retum at the time of amouncement as

well as immediately a允er such mnouncements･ Especially in the sample of stock

dividend a-Ouncement, there was a positive reaction a銃r me dividend

announcement･ however･ there was a signiflCant negative relation between dividend

annomcement and the stock retum in me sample of cash dividend･ Additionally, we

also separated sample into pre-crisis and post-crisis periods. me results found that

dividend annomcement renects positive impact on stock retum a節er amouncements

in pre-crisis period, but results in post-crisis period were reversed.

Keywords: Dividend announcement･ Event study, Info-ation content, Price reaction,

Market e飾ciency

JEL Classinca備on; G14, D82, G35
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1. Introduction

Dividend policy lS the s-egleS that me e-lngS Of company be paid to

shareholders by speciflC rate, Or retained eamlngS aS reinvestment a-nds･ Managers

must consider which dividend policy will maximize shareholder, s wealth, they must

focus on that how much of rl-'s income are required for investment, and also need

to think of me impact of their decision on stock price･ Dividend policy decision is

complex, but how to use the dividend policy to maximize the value of the compmy lS

孤 hpo的nt issue for the compmy managers･ Funhe-ore, dividend policy lS

impo的nt for investors too, because investors regard dividends not only as the source

of income but also the way to estimate compmy五〇m investment view工f the

dividends increase will bring the message that血me eammgs will increase,

Conversely言t means the eamlngS Will be reduced h the RIture if me dividends reduce

(Miller and Modigliani, 1 961).

Dividends would be treated as a proxy for estimated請ure e-log md the proxy

relationship could declare the outcome of the related cross-sectional smdies if Heeling

and pe-anent components are within eamlng flgureS･ and if dividends payout

depends on the previous data (Lintner･ I 956; Miller and Modigliani, I 96 1)I Therefore,

when managers want to convey positive news about their company'they would give

slgnal to outsider shareholders that may be in the f0- 0f dividend increase, in order
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to cause an increase in the stock prices (Gordon, 1959). Investors may prefer present

dividend more thm血mre capital gains because the mmre situation is uncenain and

they want to avoid risk･ Thus even if the intemal rate ofretum and the required rate of

retum be equlValent, there is a direct relationship between dividend policy and market

value of share (Cordon, 1962)･ However, Diamond (1967) reponed a negative

association between growth of comp血y and pre危rence of dividend, and only weak

evidence that investors prefer dividends to mture capital gain･ Amihud and Murgia

(1997) investigated the stock price response to dividend mnOunCement, they found

that dividend changes would be a slgnal of future prospect of companies･

Managers would communicate with investors by dividend policy, and me stock

price Will renect the infbm如ion content of company dividends declared･ In general,

me stock price will reHect the info-ation to the maket before shareholders･ meetlng

if the dividend higher th机 investors expected･ The rese紬Ches (Pe的1972; Asquith

紬d Mullins, 1983; Amihud and Murgia, 1997) on dividend announcement e能ct

indicated that dividends have info-ation content, md also have s血iEcant

cumul如ive abnomal ref-S･ Stock prlCeS positively a能cted by dividend

announcement, and it generates positive slgnals about current and血ture cash mows of

company when dividend increase･ Moreover, Bhattacharya'S (1 979) study found that

desplte the tax disadvmtage of paying dividends, companies are likely to pay
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dividends as a sl卸aling tool that conveys the mture cash expectations･ Aharony and

Swary (1 980) employed the difreremt methodologiesをom which has been used before

by the dividend expectation model and血ee subsets of dividend chmges･

Additionally, they assmed that there is no leakage of infbmation prior tO the

amouncemcnt days, and considered the timing Of dividend and eamlng

amomcements in which eamlng announcements gO be氏)re md fbllow dividend

announcements.

Miller and Scholes (1982) examined the relation on predicted dividend yield for

stocks that announced their dividends prior tO me eX-month versus during the

ex一month･ The evidence supponed their proposition mat the dividend yield e鉦cts are

attributable to the infomation efrect･ Asquith and Mullins (1 983) found that a positive

abnormal retum for a period of two days aRer announcement, and a signiflCant

positive impact on me excess rehms over the day of dividend announcement. Joh

and Williams (1985) showed that there is a signirlCantly higher mean excess retum

over the event period and rejected the null hypothesis, higher retum of secuity to the

high risk in the same event period･ Miller and Rock (1985) demonstmted that

dividend cm result in maket prlCe reaction, which comes　五〇m infomation

asymmetry between managers and investors.

The main objective of coIPOrate managers is to maximize the shareholders value.
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Under this perspective･ managers have to evaluate the investment projects that have

positive net present value while making lnVeSment decisions, md they have to decide

the Gal"tat structure of company which can minimize the cost of capital while making

mmClng decisions･ On the other h紬d, m釘ket e能ciency depends upon timely and

丘eely availability of infomatlOn Which mems investors cm't Cam abnomal rchlmS

亀Om the market if publicly available infbmation be used･ Fama, Fisher, Jensen and

Roll (1969) demonstrated that the maket uses the a-ouncement of a split to

re-evaluate the s筒eam of expected income五〇m the shares･ The results suppon to the

conclusion that the stock market is efficient in the sense that stock prices adjust very

rapidly to new infbmation.

Pe庫t (1972) proposed that the validity of e鯖cient market hypothesis by

estimating the speed and accuacy言ndicators aqiust to me infbmation embedded in

amomcement of dividends･ me quick reaction is derived命om a substmtial change

in dividend and vice versa by quanerly data･ h recent years, Chen, Finn and Gao

(2002) examined the infomation content of dividend amouncements. Stock

dividends a筒enuate the eammgs slgnal, they have a small association with stock

retums･ h conmst, cash dividends have lime impact on the emlngS Signal, and it has

no discemible association with stock remms･ me impact of infbmation disclosure

that relating to dividend, eamlng announcements have been extensively lnVeStlgated,
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but to estimate me hpact of such info-ation on stock prices in di縦rent time

periods still m importance issue.

Dividends are usually distributed in the f0- 0f regular cash or additional stock,

and its payment pattem depends on company･s dividend policy･ Holding cash can

expmd the plmt Or make other invesment decisions for companies, and distributhg

stock will expand the capital･ Impact the proflt and make the stock price decrease for

companies･ h China･ most of all are growlng and medium-sized ent叩nSeS,

Companies distribute cash or cash and stock dividends simultaneously for attract

investors･ me pmposes of this paper are to investigate the dividend announcement

e臆ct on the stock retum h China stock maket md to examine whether it reveals a

leakage of info-ation and the existence of abnomlal retum before or after dividend

announcement･ In addition･ this paper also compares whether the dividend

announcement having consistent危amres before and a鮎r the global mmCial crisis of

2008･ me rest of the paper is organized as fbllows･ me next section discusses the

experimental design for examlnlng those issues･ me paper, s results md robust test are

presented in sections 3 and 4･ Finally, We summadze the results md present our

conclusions in section 5.
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2･ Methodology

2･l Samp一e construc筒on

mis smdy collected the amouncements of cash and stock dividends to

investigate the eHect of dividend announcement on stock retum, and all companies

whose stocks are listed on the Shmghai md She肥hen Stock Exch紬geS･ A鮎r

eliminating the ineligible compmies, the s-plc size is reduced to 4586 comp血ies.

Our smdy is based upon a sample of 350慮-S which declared only stock dividend

and 2300 fhs which declared only cash dividend in Shanghai Stock Exchange,

moreover･ a smple of 125缶-s which declared only stock dividend and 181 1宜ms

which declared only cash dividend in Shenzhen Stock Exchange for the period Eom

2006 to 2012･ We demed day `0'as the day ofa h押Othetical event which is dividend

mnOmCemenは'r a given security･ Following Bro- and Wamer (1985), this study

uses a maximum of250 daily retum obseⅣations for the period around its respective

event, sta証ng at day -244 and ending at day +5 relative to the event. The estimation

period is the舟st 239 days in this period (-244 through -6), and the event period is th.

following I I days (-5 through +5).

h order to investment the dividend mnouncement e鉦cts in pre-chsis and

post一〇risis periods, we de血ed me event d如e is when Lehman Brothels applied for

b紬hptcy protection, on September 15･ 2008･ Finally'this smdy calculated
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cumulative abnomal remms (CAR) by ordinary least squares (OLS) model, which

measures the investors'total retum over a period starting倉om well before the

amouncement of dividend to well a允er the dividend announcement day･

3･ Empirical Re州Its

The resulting dataset or dividend announcement is described in Table I. With

41 1 1 out of 4586 S-pleのnsactions, the companies who dismbute cash dividend

make the largest contHbution to our smdy･ Out of our samples, highest nmber of

companies announced dividend is the year of2012, and lowest number of companies

a-ounced dividend is the year of 2006 both in She肥hen and Shanghai stock makets.

On the other hand･ the highest number of stock dividend is the year of 2011, and

hゆest number of cash dividend is me year of2012 in China stock market.

Insert Table 1 about here

To investigate the dividend a-omcement e能ct in Sha画ai stock maket,

Table 2 presents'the abno-al retums estimated by OLS･ Companies Hom the sample

of cash dividend have significantly negative abno-al retums Eon t-4 to t-0, they
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have more negative abno-al remms on仁一l than other days･ However, Companies

n･om the sample of stock dividend have signiflCantly positive abnomal retums缶om

仁O to F4･ me market reacts positively to the dividend amouncement as the investors

believed the declared dividend as positive slgnal of nture optlmum eamlng･ In

Shanghai, the reaction of stock dividend a-Ouncement is more positively thm Cash

dividend･ Results reveal a leakage of infbmation h a shoH period before the cash

dividend mnOunCement, md it can be viewed as a sho巾tem reaction linked to the

event before the announcement･ On the other hand･ the results reveal a leakage of

information in a short period aRer the stock dividend announcement, and it can be

viewed as a short-ten reaction linked to the event aRer the announcement.

Insert Table 2 about here

h order to investigate the dividend a-ouncement e統ct h China, we also

collected the data of dividend announcement no剛 She皿hen stock exchange･ Table 3

presents the abno-al ref-s in She肥hen stock market･ Compmies命om the sample

of stock dividend have si印iEcmtly positive abno-al retums缶om FO to F4, they

have more positive abno-al remms on F2 thm the other days･ But compmies缶om

the smple of cash dividend have si郭i丘cantly negative abnomal remms缶om仁一3 to
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FL me m釘ket reacts to me dividend annoucement positively a§血e hvestors

believed the declared dividend as positive signal of允Iture Optimum e-Im告,

especially declared stock dividend･ It reveals a leakage of infomation in a shon

period before the cash dividend amouncement川OreOVer, the results reveal a leakage

or info-ation in a short period after the stock dividend announcement.

Insert Table 3 about here

Finally, our smy investigated the dividend amouncement e臆C誼om pre-crisis

md post-crisis periods ln Table 4･ We separate the sample into the pre-crisis and

post-crlSis periods, the pre-crisis period is缶om 2006 to 2008 and me post-crisis

period is五〇m 2009 to 2012･ Pmel A in table 4 presents the abnomal retums in

Shanghai･ The bankruptcy announcement of Lehman Brothels presents a diHerent

impact h pre-crisis md me post-crisis periods･ me results showed signi宜cantly

positive abno-al retums ofO･46% to O･31%をom t-0 to t-4 for the剛sample in

pro-crisis period, and significantly negative abno-al retums of -0_18% t0 -0.13%

缶op t-4 to I-0 for the nLll sample in post-crisis period･ respectively･ Companies of

cash dividendをom the sample of pre-crisis period have signi丘cmtly positive

abno-al remms血om t-0 to鵠, but companies五〇m the sample ofposトcrisis period
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have signiflCantly negative abno-al retums from t--3 to I-1. Companies that

distributed stock dividend have sign綿cantly positive abnomal remmsをom FO to

F4 in the pre-crisIS period, but d瓶ren誼om other fb-s ofdividends㍉hey also have

signmcmtly positive abno-al r血msをom t-0 to F4 in the post-crisis period.

Therefore･ the market reacts more positively to the stock dividend announcement as

me investors believed the declared stock dividend as positive sl印al of 帆re

optimum eamlng･ me results reveal a leakage of info-ation in a short period aRer

the dividend announcement in the pre-crisis period, but it reveals a leakage of

info-ation before the dividend announcement in the post-crisis period･ Moreover,

Only the results of stock dividend sample reveal a leakage of infomation aRer the

dividend anne-ccment both in the pre-crisis and post-crisis periods.

Insert Table 4 about here

Panel B in table 4 presents the abnomal retums in She肥hen. me results showed

signi宜cantly positive abno-al retums ofO･50% to O･83%金om Fl to仁5 for the餌I

sample in pre-crisis period, and signiflCantly negative abnomal retums of -0.32% t0

-0･37% Hem t--3 to t-2 for the mll sample in post-crisis period, respectively･

Companies that dis正buted cash dividend have si印iHcmtly positive abnomal remms
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缶om t=2 to FS h the pre-cdsis period, however, they have si如ncantly negative

abno-al remms缶om巨3 to F4 in the post-crisis period･ On the other hand,

Companies mat distributed stock dividend廿om the sample of pre-crisis period have

si両角cantly positive abno-al r血ms缶om亡O to F5, md they have sign綿cmtly

positive abno-al retums缶om t-0 toに4 in the post-crisis period, too. We also md

that compmies that declared stock dividend renect positive impact, the reaction of

pre-crisis period is more positively than post-crisis period, me investors believed the

declared dividend as positive slgnal of 帆re optlmum eamlng･ From the s-plc of

Shenzhen, mere was a positive relation between dividend announcement and stock

rehm in pre-chsis period, but there was a negative relation between dividend

amouncement and stock remm in post-crisIS period･

5. Robustness

mis research has perfbmed robustness checks to examine whether dividend

amouncement can a舵ct the stock retum The五mdings of mean aqusted rehmS md

market adiusted remms models co血-ed me results h our smdy, there will be an

impact on the stock remm when the company amounces dividend in most

sub-samples and sub-periods･ Additionally, we also use the d臆rent pre-crisis and
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post-crisis periods, the pre-crisis period is缶om 2006 to 2007 md post-crisis period is

請m 2009 to 2010, to ex-in° whether dividend a-0-ccment can a鴫ct the stock

retum In general･ the results in most sub-samples and sub-periods are consistent with

the results in our血dy･ mc血dings indicated a reasonable robushess that dividend

mouncement cm Si即i缶cantly a臓ct the stock remm in China stock maket.

6. Conclusion

This study investigated the dividend announcement efrect on stock retum and

examined whether announcement convey紬y info-ation to血c market of China.

Ushg the event study on event window sumounding the day of dividend

amouncement, We found a si印i缶cant positive reaction between stock dividend

announcement and stock retum･ but it was a significant negative relation between cash

dividend mnouncement and the stock retum in Shanghai stock market. Our result of

stock dividend sample was obtained from a day posterior to the event that leads us to

a strong f0- of e餓ciency where as an improbable leakage of infomlation命om the

insider info-ation of the compmies･ In addition, the study found a positive reaction

to the stock dividend announcem叫but there was a sign萌mt negative relation

between cash dividend mnouncement and stock retum in She肥hen stock maket. The
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result of cash dividend s-plc was obtained丘om a day anterior to the event, and this

leads us to a semi smng fb- of e飾ciency where as a probable leakage of

infbmation丘om the insider info-ation of the companies･

More importantly, our study investigated the dividend amouncement eEect on

pre-crisis and post-crisis pehods･ It has been found that there are some events, whose

the abno-al remm were negative on the dividend mnOunCement date but became

positive immediately a鮎r the dividend -ouncement date･ From the samples of

stock dividend announcement in China, there was a positive reaction aRer the

dividend mouncement in pie-crisis period, md it was a sign綿cant positive relation

a鮎r dividend amouncement in post-crisis period･ Our Endings of cash dividend

amomcement in post-crisis period which obtained缶om a day anterior to the event,

md鵬leads us to a semi s廿ong fb- ofe餓ciency where as a probable leakage of

info-ation五〇m the insider infb-ation of the companies, no m批er in Shanghai or

Shenzhen stock markets. Overall results indicate that dividend distribution is relevant

to mtue phce detemination.
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Table 1 Sample OveⅣiew

me sample consists o舶-s in Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchmgeS血om 2006 to

2012･ which divided into only cash dividend, only stock dividend groups･ S-plc of

all dividends memS Cash dividend plus stock dividend･ Figures in table are sample

size･ and uAll Dividends''is the sum of sample size･ me table repons the s-plc

summaγ statistics year by year.

Shanghai 

Stock �6�6��All �7F�6ｲ�Cash 

Dividend 認庸芳V襭�Dividends 認庸芳V襭�Dividend 

17 �#3��255 ����116 

33 �3�R�348 ����170 

43 �#�"�327 �#b�167 

15 �33R�350 免ﾂ�254 

28 �3#b�354 ��"�260 

111 �3c2�474 �3��318 

101 鼎C��542 ��r�526 

350 �#3���2650 ��#R�1811 
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Table 2 Cumulative Abnomal Retums in Shmghai Stock Exchange

This table shows the result of the estimated OLS regression model following Brown

md Wamer (1985) method･ The table repons the coe能cients of the event window (-5

day to +5 day). The coe餓cients represent the cumulative abnomal retums of

ponfblio in Shmghai･ Figures in table are examined by t-test･ SuperscrlptS *** and彊

indicate s譲istical sign縦cmce気山6 1% md 5% levels, respectivcly･

Day �6�6�蒜芳6襭�Stockdividend 

-5 蔦����3"�-0.1562 

-4 宝���3Sh馼�ｲ�-0.2546 

-3 宝��#�#�,ﾒ�-0.2637 

-2 宝��#s��ﾗ��I-0.2834 

-1 宝��3�Sbｨ+8-ﾂ�-0.1279 

0 宝���Cs�y��1.5683掴 

1 蔦�ﾃ�c#��I.6197掴 

2 蔦���S���1.8386棚 

3 蔦�������1.7862年8年 

4 蔦���s�"�2.1325据 

5 蔦����32�0.7489 
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Table 3 Cumulative Abno-al Re-s in SheⅢhen Stock Exchmge

mi§ table shows the result of the estimated OLS regression model剣lowing Brom

and Wamer (1 985) method･ The table reports the coefr.cients of the event window (-5

day to +5 day)i The coe餓cients represent the cumulative abnomal remms ｡f

portfolio in Shenzhen･ Figures in table are examined by t-test･ Superscripts *** and B*

indicate statistical significance at the l% and 5% levels, respectively･

Day �6�6�蒜芳V襭�StockdiVidend 

-5 蔦����s��-0.0358 

-4 蔦���s�2�-0.0291 

-3 ��ｳ��3cC�V��-0.1636 

-2 蔦��3�3hﾗ��-0.1284 

-1 宝�紊s3�,ﾒ�0.1569 

0 宝��3CcSい�2.5734頼 

1 宝��3Sドv"�2.7881輔 

2 蔦��#3S��2.8351*暮春 

3 蔦����ヲ�2.7184的 

4 蔦���33B�2.1990航 

5 蔦��##S2�1.4491 
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TabIe 4 Cumulative Abno-al Remms in the Pre-crisis and Post-crisis Periods

This table shows the result of the estimated OLS regression model following BroⅦ

and Wamer (1 985) methodlme table repons the coc純cients of the event window (-5

day to +5 day)･ The coe餌cients represent the abnomal rehms ofpoH紳io in China

stock maket･ Figures in table are examined by t-test･ SuperscrlptS *春寒md - indicate

statistical si印挿cance at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively･

Pmel A: The sample ofShmかai

Pre-crisis 

All �6�6��Stock ��ﾆﾂ�Cash 

Dividends 認庸芳V襭�Dividend 認庸芳V襾2�Dividend 

0.0421 ����cッ�-0.1678 蔦���CS��-0.0683 

-0.0914 蔦���S3��-0,2407 蔦����3y,ﾒ�-0.0979 

-0.1592 蔦���塔��-0.4926 宝��#S��V��_0.2536掴 

-0.2619 蔦����sb�-0,5061 宝��#鼎H嘯�-0.3129賄 

-0.1460 蔦���3S2�-0.2391 蔦��3S�)���-0.3790据 

0.4562貼 ���#��3Ｓ�2.8602掴 宝���S��"�_0.3324高書 

0.6091掴 ���3Sw'B�2.9303書目 蔦���塔(�ﾂ�-0.3106据 

0.6248" ���3cズKr�2.6973掴 蔦���3Sr�-0.1794 

0.7036航 ��經��'B�2.5947掴 ��������-0.0659 

0.4008持 ����S#��2.5213掴 ��ﾃ�3#b�-0.1030 

0.1385 ����C#��1.2019 蔦�����B�-0.1478 
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Table 4 Cumulative Abno-al He血ms in the Pre-crisis and Post-crisis Periods (coれt.)

Panel B: me sample ofShe肥hen

Pre-crisis 

All �6�6��Stock ��ﾆﾂ�Cash 

Dividends 認庸芳V襭�Dividend 認庸芳V襾2�Dividend 

-0.0542 蔦���s�b�0.0905 ������"�0.0511 

-0.1891 蔦��#�ッ�0.0297 蔦���CcR�-0.1546 

-0.4233 蔦�紊�3��0.0261 蔦��3#W%2�_0.3216柄 

-0.2617 蔦��3S���0,0570 蔦�紊��9,ﾒ�_0.4310購 

-0.3475 蔦��3Cc��-0.2687 宝�紊SsHv��_0.5082掴 

0.1217 蔦���c���3.084r 宝��33店徂饕�_0.4795航 

0.5903緯 ����S3��4.1432航 蔦��3Cc姻Hｴr�_0.4907鵡 

0.8789*** ��紊�S磯ﾒ�4.7894航 宝��3S�iD笋�_0.4354掠 

0.9596… ��經��8�2�4.5986掴 蔦��#�sR�-0.2138 

0.9928" ��經s�),ﾒ�3.8772蝉 蔦�ﾃ�塔"�-0.1799 

0.8672*さき ��經cSxﾄ��3.0909事を 蔦���ン��-0.1843 
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